an outbreak and no human data was collected, this was deemed to be a non-human research 124 study and no consent was required. The protocol was approved for additional analysis of 125 outbreak samples and for publication of results. STROBE checklist is in the supplementary file 126 S1_Checklist.
127
From May 2016, following reports of widespread incidence of febrile illness with severe joint 130 pains in Mandera (a city at the border with Somalia) and its environs, samples were collected 131 from suspected cases of all ages and sex, using standard practices by the Kenya Ministry of
132
Health staff. The case definition used was "any patient presenting with sudden onset of fever 133 >38.5 C, with severe joint/muscle pains and headache within the last 3-5 days within Mandera 
159
Node confidence values were derived by aLRT (PhyML) and bootstrap of 500 (RaxML). After 160 evaluating the temporal structure using TempEst, the trees were used for an informed down- their E1 gene, we also inferred ML tree of the partial E1 region including these sequences, using
169
PhyML and TN93+G+I model of evolution, as determined by jModelTest2. Selection analyses 170 were performed using the HyPhy package (24). Presence of site specific selection was 171 determined by a likelihood approach using FEL and by Bayesian method FUBAR with 172 probability level threshold of 0.95 (25, 26). Episodic selection was investigated using MEME
173
(27), and any selection acting on tree branches was determined by aBSREL (28). Selection 174 analyses were performed on the large full genome dataset used for the ML trees (ECSA only) and the small dataset used for BEAST analyses. FUBAR was performed on separated structural 176 and non-structural genes from both datasets because of their large sizes. 
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